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The idea of housing a revolving drum ?tted 
with mobile vanes in an eccentric body is a very 
old one. From the very beginning of pressure 
lubrication for internal combustion motors, there 
is found an application of such an idea includ 
ing vanes subjected to the push of one or more 
springs which ensure the constant bearing 
against the wall of the pump casing. The use of 
these springs is not satisfactory and it has been 
necessary to turn to gear pumps in spite of their 
being so expensive. 
The present invention aims at remedying these 

drawbacks; it makes it possible to obtain, at a 
more advantageous price, pumps working in an 
excellent manner at any speed. 
The drawing shows, by way of example, two 

embodiments of the object of the invention ap 
plied to the pumping of a liquid. 
The Fig. 1 is a longitudinal cross-sectional View 

of the pump. 
The Fig. 2 is a transverse cross-sectional view 

of the pump taken along the line IL-II of the 
Fig. 1. 
The Fig. 3 is a view on a larger scale of a cross 

section taken along the line II--II of the Fig. 1. 
The Figs. 4., 5 and 6 show respectively a pro?le, 

front and top view of a vane in accordance with 
the invention. 
The Fig. 7 is a transverse cross-sectional View 

of the pump in accordance with the second em 
bodiment. 

In a cylindrical drum I including a central bore 
for the passage of the driving axle, eight longi— 
tudinal slots 2 distributed over the periphery 
have been provided. These slots have an arcuate 
shaped bottom ‘as shown in Figure 1. 
Inside the slots 2 can move, with slight fric 

tion, the vane 3, having in particular two adja 
cent grooves or hollow parts. One is a trans 
verse groove 4, which is provided on the front 
face and which connects the two edges, and the 
other groove 5 is provided all along the’ lower 
part, which ?ts the bottom of the slot 2, this 
latter groove having also an arcuate shaped bot 
tom. 
The upper face of the vane 3 is rounded to the 

radius of the chamber of the pump casing and its 
‘leading edge includes a bevel 8 throughout its 
length. 
The pump casing 1 includes a longitudinal bore 

9 for the passage of the driving shaft it! and a 
cylindrical chamber H eccentric in relation to 
the axis of the drum I. Two access chambers 
are also provided one, [2, for the intake, the 
other, I3, vfor’the pressure side or discharge, 
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2 
these two chambers communicating with the out 
side by means of the pipes 19 and 20. 
A driving gear [5 is ?xed on the axle ill at its 

part protruding from the end of the pump cas 
ing, which is ?tted at this place with a usual 
packing gland It. The other end of the casing 
ends in a lateral ?ange I1, ?xed by screws l8, 
said ?ange including a socket in which is mount 
ed the end of the shaft H). 
The slots of the drum 1, housing the vanes, are 

comparatively deep and enable the vanes to have 
a great width, so as to obtain the greatest possible 
guiding of said vanes giving a long working life 
to the vanes. In order not to weaken the drum, 
the bottoms of these slots 2 have an arcuate shape 
as shown in Figure 1 so that the deepest point is 
situated at the middle of the drum, the ends of 
which are thus strengthened. The vane 3, 
driven by the revolving drum, receives, at every 
pressure cycle, an impulse from the liquid which 
enters the transverse groove 4. The liquid quick 
ly ?lls the free space in pressing against the 
longitudinal grooved bottom 5, thus imparting to 
the vane an ejection movement which causes the 
outer edge of the vane to bear against the inside 
wall of the pump casing with a tightness great 
enough to cause the retention of the liquid 
charge contained in the interval between two 
vanes. 
In Figs. 2 and 3, the point A indicates the work 

ing zone, that is to say the crescent shaped zone, 
where the stroke of the vanes outside their hous 
ing I is the greatest, the point B marks the dead 
centre, where the drum is flush with the wall of 
the pump casing. ' 

It is ?rst by inertia, then by pressure, that the 
liquid brought to the bottom of the slot by the 
transverse groove 4 pushes the vane and brings it 
to bear against the internal wall of the casing 
l, in order to ensure the required tightness as 
well as the repetition of the reciprocating move 
ment, without the help of springs or extension 
parts likely to cause trouble. During the cycle 
which it performs, the Vane comes first in front 
of the dead centre B, entirely withdrawn; then 
the revolving of the drum brings it in the work 
ing zone where it meets the liquid stream drawn 
by the back face of the preceding vane. It 
strikes that liquid, engages it and receives a part 
of it which ?ows to the bottom of the slot 2 
through the transverse groove 4, the vane being 
thus pushed outwardly against the wall of the 
casing ‘i, the pressure thus developed becoming 
a function of the pump back pressure. 
The bevel 8 provided at the leading edge of the 
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vane is intended for allowing the impurities of the 
liquid to gather in this small space at the pas 
sage of the dead centre, prior to being drawn out 
from the pump. The jamming of the drum and 
harmful jerks are thus avoided. 
The transverse groove 4 is also intended for de 

creasing friction by ‘allowing an easy ‘discharge 
of the liquid contained at the bottom of the hous 
ing of the vane whenapproaching the dead cen 
tre. The longitudinal groove reduces the stick 
ing of the vane at the bottom of its housing. 
The discharge is abundant, with a high pres 

sure, and the priming is instantaneous, which 
makes this pump particularly valuable for the 
lubrication of internal combustion motors and 
for all the applications where these conditions are 
considered necessary. 
The efficiency of the pump such as described 

can be increased by providing in the drum I, be 
tween the vanes 3, a longitudinal ori?ce 2| trav 
ersing the whole thickness of said drum. These 
ori?ces make it possible to obtain better results 
and, in particular, to decrease the weight of the 
drum, to secure a higher vacuum degree at the 
intake, to do away with the jerks during the back 
‘pressing, to ensure the permanence of the hy 
draulic seal on the faces of the drum and to effect 
a substantial saving in the driving power. 
The ori?ces 2| decrease in no way the resist 

ance of the drum, which is very good due in par 
ticular to the arched form of the bottom of the 
grooves 2; by drilling the said ori?ces, the drum 
is made lighter in weight, while keeping a judi 
ciously distributed mass of material. This weight 
saving leads to a noticeable decrease in the iner 
tia of the drum during the operation of the vanes. 
The passage of each ori?ce in front of the in 

take port has the result of still improving the 
depression prevailing in the intake chamber, 
which makes it possible to obtain the quick prim 
ing of the pump at a low speed, for instance at 24 
revolutions per minute. 
The ori?ces 2| also make it possible to com 

pletely suppress the jerk-s due to the successive 
‘discharge from the spaces between the vanes, 
which takes place at low speed, as well as the vi 
brations which could take place when high speeds 
were reached. Indeed, the empty space consti 
tuted by the ori?ce acts as a pneumatic damper, 
which avoids the strangling of the oil and there 
fore its emulsion when this liquid or other oil de 
rivatives are pumped. 
When passing in front of the back pressure 

port, the hollows formed by the ori?ces 2| re 
ceive a liquid which they hold and send back in 
the con?ned space existing between the drum 
faces and the bottoms of the pump casing and of 
the ?ange, which ensure the permanence of the 
efficient hydraulic seal. 
The decrease in weight of the drum causes a 

noticeable saving of the driving power, which be 
comes considerable when drums of large size are 
considered. 
A cast iron drum and steel vanes will be em 

ployed preferably in the case of application to 
motors, while, for pneumatic pumps, plastic ma 
terials or light metals may be used. , 
Upon inspecting Fig. 3 of the drawings it will 

be noted that between the upper dead center and 
a position about 90° in advance of upper dead 
center, the transverse grooves '4 in the vanes pro 
vide a leak or by-pass 3a from one side of the vane 
to the other. This leak is due to the fact that in 
this position the vanes are not radially disposed 
with respect to the cylindrical inner surface 0f 
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'4 
the pump housing and the outer end faces of the 
vanes do not make contact throughout their en 
tire thickness with said cylindrical surface. 
Due to this peculiarity of construction, the 

leakage or by-pass effect avoids the production of 
a water hammering effect as the blades approach 
their upper dead center position. 

I wish it to be understood that I do not desire 
to be limited to the exact details of construction. 
shown and described, for obvious modi?cations 
will occur to a person skilled in the art. 

I claim: 
1. A rotary pump of the sliding vane type com-1 

prising a housing having a pump chamber, the 
inner surface of which is cylindrical, an intake 
chamber extending axially of the housing and a 
discharge chamber extending axially of the hous 
ing, said intake. and discharge chambers commu 
nicating with the pump chamber adjacent the 
periphery of the pump chamber at substantially 
diametrically disposed regions for the ?ow of 
?uid into and from the pump chamber in ‘a direc— 
tion axially thereof, a rotor mounted in said pump 
chamber for rotation about an axis eccentric rel 
ative to the pump chamber, said rotor having a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced radially ex 
tending slots disposed axially thereof, each of said 
‘slots having an arcuate bottom and the radial 
depth of said slots increasing from the ends of 
the rotor towards the intermediate portion there 
of, and a vane radially slidably mounted in each 
slot and having its radially innermost edge of ar 
cuate formation corresponding to that of the bot 
tom of the slot, each of said vanes having in its 
leading face a groove extending radially from its 
inner edge to its outer edge to facilitate penetra 
tion of ?uid into the bottom of the slots in which 
the vanes are mounted, said radial grooves being 
of suiiicient depth to provide a bypass from one 
side of the vane to the other when the vane lies 
between its upper dead centre position and a po 
sition in advance of dead centre to prevent ham 
mering. 

2. A rotary pump of the sliding vane type com 
prising a housing having a pump chamber, the 
inner surface of which is cylindrical, an intake 
chamber extending axially of the housing and a 
discharge chamber extending axially of the hous 
ing, said intake and. discharge chambers com 
municating with the pump chamber adjacent the 
periphery of the pump chamber at substantially 
diametrically disposed regions for the flow of 
?uid into and from the pump chamber in a direc 
tion axially thereof, a rotor mounted in said 
pump chamber for rotation about an axis eccen 
tric relative to the pump chamber, said rotor hav 
ing a plurality of oircumferentially spaced radi 
ally extending slot-s disposed axially thereof, each 
of said slots having an arcuate bottom and the 
radial depth of said slots increasing from the 
ends of the rotor towards the intermediate por 
tion thereof, and a vane radially slidably mount 
ed in each slot and having its radially innermost 
edge of arcuate formation corresponding to that 
of the bottom of the slot, each of said vanes hav 
ing its arcuate edge provided with a groove to 
avoid adherence of the vane to the bottom of the 
slot in which it is mounted, each of said vanes 
having in its leading face a groove extending 
radially from its inner edge to its outer edge to 
facilitate penetration of ?uid into the bottom 
of the slots in which the vanes are mounted, said 
radial grooves being of su?icient depth to provide 
a bypass’ from one side of the vane to the other 
when the vane lies between its upper dead center 
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position and a position in advance of dead center 
to prevent hammering. 

3. A rotary pump of the sliding vane type com 
prising a housing having a pump chamber, the 
inner surface of which is cylindrical, an end wall 
closing one end of the cylindrical pump chamber, 
an intake chamber extending axially of the hous 
ing and a discharge chamber extending axially of 
the housing, said intake and discharge chambers 
communicating with the cylindrical pump cham 
ber through the end opposite that closed by said 
end wall adjacent the periphery of the pump 
chamber at substantially diametrically disposed 
regions for the flow of fluid into and from the 
pump chamber in a direction axially thereof, a 
rotor mounted in said pump chamber for rota 
tion about an axis eccentric relative to the pump 
chamber and with one end in engagement with 
said closed end wall, said rotor having :a plurality 
of circumferentially spaced radially extending 
slots disposed axially thereof, and a vane radially 
slidably mounted in each slot, said rotor having 
a plurality of circumferentially spaced openings 
extending axially therethrough between the vane 
receiving slots and positioned between the axis 
and periphery of the rotor to communicate at one 
end with the intake and. discharge chambers as 
the rotor moves relatively to said chambers and 
to be closed at their other ends by said end Wall. 

4. A rotary pump of the sliding vane type com 
prising a housing having a pump chamber, the 
inner surface of which is cylindrical, an end wall 
closing one end of the cylindrical pump chamber, 
an intake chamber and a discharge chamber each 
extending ‘axially of the housing, said intake and 
discharge chambers communicating with the cy 
lindrical pump chamber through the end oppo 
site that closed by said end wall, adjacent the pe 
riphery of the pump chamber at substantially di 
ametrically ‘disposed regions for the flow of fluid 
into and from the pump chamber in a direction 
axially thereof, a rotor mounted in said pump 
chamber for rotation about an axis eccentric rel 
ative to the pump chamber and with one end in 
engagement with said closed end wall, said rotor 
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having a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
radially extending slots disposed axially thereof, 
each of said slots having an arcuate bottom and 
the radial depth of said slots increasing from the 
ends of the rotor towards the intermediate por 
tion thereof, and a vane radially slidably mounted 
in each slot and having its radially innermost 
edge of arcuate formation corresponding to that 
of the bottom of the slot, each of said vanes hav 
ing its arcuate edge provided with a groove to 
avoid adherence of the vane to the bottom of the 
slot in which it is mounted, each of said vanes 
having a groove extending radially from its inner 
edge to its outer edge to facilitate penetration of 
fluid into the bottom of the slots in which the 
vanes are mounted, said rotor having a plurality 
of circumferenti-ally spaced openings extending 
axially therethrough between the vane receiving 
slots and positioned between the axis and periph 
ery of the rotor to communicate at one end with 
the intake and discharge chambers as the rotor 
moves relatively to said chambers and to be closed 
at their other ends by said end wall. 

HENRI CHARLES GUSTAVE VINCENT. 
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